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Getting Started
About this documentation
Introduction to the Frosmo Platform
Key features and concepts
Preparing your site for the Frosmo Platform
Preparing your iGaming site
Preparing your retail site
Adding the Frosmo scripts to your site
Best practices for integration
Getting started with the Frosmo Platform
Logging in to the Frosmo Control Panel
Introduction to the Frosmo Control Panel
Basic feature setup
Creating personalized content
Adding a recommendation to a new page
Adding filters to a recommendation
Creating and testing two recommendation variants
Targeting content to specific visitor segments
Previewing content and troubleshooting issues
Next steps
Setting up system and service integrations
Setting up user accounts
Further reading

Platform & Features
Technical overview
Security overview
Features overview
Feature: Conversion definition
Feature: Custom action
Feature: Modification
Feature: Placement
Feature: Recommendation
Feature: Recommendation strategy
Feature: Recommendation configuration
Feature: Segmentation
Feature: Shared code
Feature: Super-Affinity
Feature: Template
Feature: Trigger
Feature: Workspace
Platform policy
Data collection and processing
Data collected from websites
Data storage and retention
Data tracking overview
Conversion attribution
Default configuration and data tracking for a visitor
Context and shared context
Data protection and privacy
Data privacy description
Online privacy technologies and the Frosmo Platform
Visitor profiling
System and service integrations
Measuring and improving website performance
Glossary

User Guides

Planning visitor journeys
Data tracking
Conversion definitions
Creating and editing a conversion definition
Activating and deactivating a conversion definition
Removing a conversion definition
Custom actions
Tracking custom actions
Creating and editing a custom action
Using a custom action with other features
Development
Segmentation
Working with segments
Creating and editing a segment
Duplicating a segment
Removing a segment
Selecting and editing multiple segments
Working with segment groups
Adding a segment to a segment group
Editing a segment group
Removing a segment group
Segment examples
Example: Excluding visitors from a segment
Example: Segmenting visitors based on product views
Example: Segmenting returning customers
Example: Segmenting visitors based on landing page
Example: Segmenting visitors based on location
Example: Segmenting visitors based on traffic source
Example: Segmenting visitors based on search queries
Placements
Placement workflow
Creating and editing a placement
Duplicating a placement
Checking where a placement is used
Removing a placement
Modifications
Modification workflow
Creating and editing a modification
Defining targeting for a modification
Defining the placement for a modification
Defining the content for a modification
Defining the description for a modification
Defining the schedule for a modification
Defining advanced modification settings
Previewing the modification
Activating and deactivating the modification
Finding and sorting modifications
Renaming a modification
Duplicating a modification
Removing a modification
Selecting and editing multiple modifications
Using selective profiling
Migrating from template defaults to templates
Multi-armed bandit optimization
Templates
Enabling and disabling templates for a site
Template workflow
Creating and editing a template
Using a template in a modification
Checking where a template is used
Removing a template
Example: Creating a hero banner from a template
Triggers
Trigger workflow
Creating and editing a trigger
Duplicating a trigger
Removing a trigger
Trigger examples
Example: Segmenting visitors based on modification clicks
Example: Segmenting visitors based on their device type
Example: Segmenting visitors based on their IP address
Example: Displaying preloaded content based on the time and day
Example: Displaying content to visitors changing the shopping cart contents
Example: Using a trigger to register conversions
Recommendations
Creating recommendations
Recommendation strategy workflow
Creating and editing a recommendation strategy
Duplicating a recommendation strategy

Removing a recommendation strategy
Recommendation examples
Example: Recommending the most popular items on a site
Example: Recommending the most popular items based on visitor affinity
Example: Creating a new recommendation by duplicating a strategy and modification
Email recommendations
Email recommendation workflow
Creating and editing an email recommendation
Editing the item template of an email recommendation
Checking email recommendation performance
Regenerating an email recommendation
Renaming an email recommendation
Removing an email recommendation
Example: Recommending most viewed products in a marketing email
Workspaces
Development workflow with workspaces
Creating and managing workspaces
Developing features in workspaces
Entering a workspace
Developing modifications in a workspace
Developing placements in a workspace
Developing templates in a workspace
Developing triggers in a workspace
Developing shared code in a workspace
Adding custom code to a workspace
Previewing a workspace
Publishing a workspace
Updating the custom script for a workspace
Example: Developing a site banner in a workspace
Integrations
Contentful
Introduction to Frosmo Segments for Contentful
Installing Frosmo Segments for Contentful
Adding a segment selector to a Contentful content type
Attaching segments to a Contentful entry
Displaying Contentful entries to segmented visitors
Example: Creating a segmented hero banner with Contentful
Testing
Frosmo Preview
Test mode
Testing data tracking
Testing in incognito mode in Chrome
Analytics
Conversion statistics
Modification statistics
Basic modification statistics
Advanced tracking statistics
Troubleshooting
Checking site status
Checking user activity
Common problems and solutions
Console debugging with Frosmo Core
Administration
Sites and users
Creating and managing sites
Managing your user settings
Creating and managing other users

Developer Guides
APIs
Getting your site origin
Graniitti API
Getting started with the Graniitti API
Graniitti API usage
Graniitti API: Resources
Graniitti API: Requests
Graniitti API authentication
Managing Graniitti API results
Updating the custom script with the Graniitti API
Graniitti API: Responses
Graniitti API: Versioning
Graniitti API reference
Graniitti API changelog
Visitor API
Visitor API reference
Connectors

React Connector
Introduction to the React Connector
Installing the React Connector
Using the FrosmoPlacement component
Creating placements and modifications for React
Example: Creating personalized content in React
Data tracking
Frosmo data layer
Enabling and disabling the data layer
Tracking data with the data layer
Tracking data layer events
Tracking products with the data layer
Tracking transactions with the data layer
Tracking conversions with the data layer
Tracking custom actions with the data layer
Tracking custom events with advanced tracking
Recommendations
Recommendation strategies
Retrieving recommendation data for strategies
Displaying a recommendation strategy selector
Recommendation configurations
Creating recommendations with recommendation configurations
Working with recommendation configurations (Frosmo Control Panel)
Creating and editing a recommendation configuration (Frosmo Control Panel)
Generating recommendation data (Frosmo Control Panel)
Viewing recommendation data (Frosmo Control Panel)
Checking the status of recommendation data generation (Frosmo Control Panel)
Removing a recommendation configuration (Frosmo Control Panel)
Working with recommendation configurations (Graniitti API)
Creating a recommendation configuration (Graniitti API)
Retrieving a recommendation configuration (Graniitti API)
Updating a recommendation configuration (Graniitti API)
Deleting a recommendation configuration (Graniitti API)
Recommendation configuration reference
Recommendations API
Recommendations API reference (strategies)
Recommendations API reference (configurations)
Recommendations API troubleshooting
Product API
Product API reference
Recommendation examples
Example: Recommending trending products in a category (strategy)
Example: Recommending products purchased together (configuration)
Shared code
Shared code workflow
Creating and editing shared code
Activating and deactivating shared code
Removing shared code
Troubleshooting shared code
Example: Tracking products with shared code

Releases
Release notes
Frosmo "Lost River" 2021-11-09
Frosmo "Kodiak" 2021-03-08
Older releases
Frosmo "Juneau" 2020-09-09
Frosmo "Iron Creek" 2020-05-25
Frosmo "Happy Valley" 2019-11-20
Frosmo "Goodnews Bay" 2019-05-06
Frosmo "Funny River" 2018-12-03
Frosmo "Elephant Point" 2018-08-20
Frosmo "Diamond Ridge" 2018-06-18
Frosmo "Coldfoot" 2018-04-23
Frosmo "Big Delta" 2018-03-19
Frosmo "Abyss Lake" 2018-01-15
Frosmo "Yucca Valley" 2017-11-20
Frosmo "Xanadu" 2017-09-25
Frosmo "Watts" 2017-08-28
Frosmo "Venice" 2017-07-31
Frosmo "Upland" 2017-06-05
Frosmo "Tarzana" 2017-05-08
Frosmo "Skid Row" 2017-04-10
Frosmo "Rosemead" 2017-03-13
Frosmo "Quartz Hill" 2017-02-13
Frosmo "Palmdale" 2017-01-16

Frosmo "Old Bank" 2016-12-19
Frosmo "Northridge" 2016-11-28
Frosmo "Malibu" 2016-10-31
Frosmo "Lynwood" 2016-10-03
Frosmo "Koreatown" 2016-09-05
Frosmo "Jefferson Park" 2016-08-08
Frosmo "Inglewood" 2016-07-11
Frosmo "Hollywood" 2016-06-13
Frosmo "Glendale" 2016-05-31
Changelog
Changelog archive

